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INTRODUCTION 

This scheme allows the generation of bound-states and resonances dynamically. and  

at the same time respects the symmetries of QCD, particularly (spontaneously broken) 

chiral symmetry.

The pioneering work -- Kaiser, Siegel, Weise , NP A594 (1995) 325

Since Perturbative QCD is inappropriate to describe low energy hadron interactions,

an effective theory with hadrons as degrees of freedom which respects the symmetries

of QCD is needed, namely Chiral Perturbation Theory.

But, actually, we are in S=-1 sector, where ��� interaction at low energy is dominated

by the presence of the � 1405 resonance. ChPT is not applicable in such a region,

consequently, we have to go further.

Unitary extension of Chiral 
Perturbation Theory (UChPT).

A nonperturbative resummation is mandatory               
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INTRODUCTION 
UChPT as nonperturbative scheme to obtain scattering amplitude.

�� = �� + �������
�� = �� + ������� + ������������ +⋯Bethe-Salpeter equation: 

��� �; �� , �� = ��� �� , �� +��� !"��" �� , !" #$" �; !" �"� �; !" , ��"
On shell factorization of  �"� 	&'�		��"

��� � = ��� +���"#" �" �"� � 	,	
where #" � = (� !"#$" �; !"

� = ) − �� +)�Coupled-channel 
algebraic  
equations

system

In S=-1 sector, i,j and k indexes run over these 10 channels: �+,,��-., /-0, /-1-, /21+, /+12, 30, 31-, �2�+, �-�-
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INTRODUCTION 
UChPT as nonperturbative scheme to obtain scattering amplitude.

Loop function:  �� = �� 4567/ 5 8�9� 6 ): − 6- − 9� 6 + �; )67 −<�7 + �;
Adopting the dimensional regularization:

�� = 8�)=/7 >?� @ + �.8�7@7 +<�7 −8�7 + :7: �.<�78�7 − 7�/ 6�:
+ 6�: �. :7 − 8�7 −<�7 + 76� : 7

:7 − 8�7 −<�7 − 76� : 7 A
subtraction 

constants for the 
dimensional 

regularization 
scale @ = )�B�	in 
all the k channels.  

With isospin 
symmetry

&�C, = &��-. = ?��D&/-0 = ?/E&/-1- = &/F1C = &/C1F = ?/G?3E&31- = ?3G&�F�C = &�-�-= ?�H
6 PARAMETERS!
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ℒJKL M, N = MOPQRSRM −TK MOM + 12V MOQRQW XR , M + 12Y MOQRQW XR , M

FORMALISM 
Effective lagrangian up to LO

WT, lowest order term

��Z� = −[�� 14\] XO ^ QRX ^ �R + �′R At low energies
+

S-wave aprox.
��Z� = −`� )5a7 �- + �′-

ℒbcc M, N = 	ℒJKL M, N

For the channels of interest `�C,⟶�-H- = `�C,⟶�FHC = - :
• There is no direct contribution of these reactions at lowest order
• The rescattering terms due to the coupled channels are the only contribution

to the scattering amplitude.

These reactions could be very sensitive to the NLO corrections!!!
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FORMALISM 
Effective lagrangian up to NLO

ℒbcc M, N = 	ℒJKL M, N 	+	ℒJK] M, N

ℒJK] M,N = ef MO g2, M + eh MO g2, M + ei MOM g2 + �L MO XR , XR , M+	�] MO XR , XR , M + � MOXR XRM + �j MOM XRXR
NLO, next – to – leading order

contact term ��Dkl = )a7 m� − 7 �@�′@ k� 8�29�78�
82978

At low energies
+

S-wave aprox.

� = ) − �� +)��� = ��Z� + ��Dkl ��DklFinally:

Fitting parameters.

• Decay constant f
Its usual value, in real calculations, is between 1.15 − 1.2	a/Bo, in order to simulate 

effects of  higher order corrections .      (a/Bo,=93.4M)

• 6 subtracting constants ?��D , ?/E , ?/G , ?3E , ?3G , ?�H
• 7 coefficients  of the NLO lagrangian terms p-, pm , pq, 4), 47, 4r,	45

k�C,⟶�-H- ≠ -, k�C,⟶�FHC≠ - direct contribution of Cascade reactions
at NLO



Motivation for including resonances

In Sharov, Korotkikh, Lanskoy, EPJA 47 (2011) 109,

a phenomenological model was suggested in which

several combinations of resonances were tested

concluding that G 7-r- 	and G 77t- were

the most relevant.

• Inclusion of high spin and high mass resonances allows us to study the

accuracy and stability of the NLO parameters (p-, pm , pq, 4), 47, 4r,	45).
• It also allows the production of angular dependent scattering

amplitudes; and hence, a better reproduction of the differential cross

sections experimental data.
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INCLUSION OF HYPERONIC RESONANCES ��D⟶ u⟶ �H
Y= G 7-r- , G 77t-

K �′R�+ �R

p ^R Ξ ^xR
Y

G 7-r- , yz = {]2 , �{/]F G 77t- , yz = W]+ , �W/]C
Finally, the scattering amplitudes related to the resonances can be obtained in the following way :
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INCLUSION OF HYPERONIC RESONANCES ��D⟶ u⟶ �H
Y= G 7-r- , G 77t-

The total scattering amplitude for the ��D⟶ �H reaction taking into account the unitarized chiral 
contributions up to NLO plus the phenomenological contributions from the resonances reads:

��,:,:x}~} = ��,:,:xDkl + �:,:xt/7C + �:,:x�/7F
Fitting parameters.

• Decay constant f

• Subtracting constants ?��D , ?/E , ?/G , ?3E , ?3G , ?�H
• Coefficients  of the NLO lagrangian terms p-, pm , pq, 4), 47, 4r,	45
• Masses and width of the resonances 8ut/7, 8u�/7, �t/7, ��/7

Not free at all, their values are constrained according to PDG summary

• Cutoff parameters from the form factor 0t/7, 0�/7
• Product of the coupling constants (one for each vertex) for both resonances��ut/7�. �Dut/7�� 	, 		 ��u�/7� . �Du�/7��



Results  for ��D⟶ �H including G 7-r- , G 77t- 	resonances 



Table of the obtained fitting parameters
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• Chiral Perturbation Theory with unitarization in coupled channels is
a very powerful technique to describe low energy hadron dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS

• The ��D⟶ �H channels are very sensitive to the NLO terms of the
lagrangian, so they provide more reliable values of the NLO
parameters.

• High-mass and high-spin resonances play a significant role in the��D⟶ �H reactions. Addition of resonant terms in the scattering
amplitude gives a significantly better agreement with data
(particularly in differential cross sections). And, what is no less
important, the NLO coefficients gain notable accuracy.



THANK YOU

KEEP 
CALM

AND

WAIT FOR 
THE NEXT FITTING
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FORMALISM 
Effective lagrangian up to NLO

m�

k�



RESULTS II

What happens if a third resonance is added?

For instance Λ(1890), as it was done in B. C. Jackson, Y. Oh, H. Haberzettl and K.

Nakayama, arXiv: 1503.00845 [nucl-th].



RESULTS II



Results  for   ��D⟶ �H



Results  for   ��D⟶ �H



Results  for  ��D⟶ �H including G 7-r- , G 77t- 	resonances 



Differential cross section of the ��D⟶ �-�-



Differential cross section of the ��D⟶ �2�+
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RESULTS I

Experimental data VS. the NLO
model.

contribution of ��D⟶ u⟶ �H
reactions to the scattering amplitude.

In Sharov, Korotkikh, Lanskoy, EPJA 47
(2011) 109,
a phenomenological model was suggested in

which

several combinations of resonances were

tested

concluding that G 7-r- and G 77t- were
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INCLUSION OF HYPERONIC RESONANCIES IN ��D⟶ �H
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Taking into account the scattering amplitude given by LS equations for a NLO Chiral 

Lagrangian and the phenomenological contributions from the resonances, the total 

scattering amplitude for the ��D⟶ �H reaction should be written as: 

INCLUSION OF HYPERONIC RESONANCES IN ��D⟶ �H

��,:,:x}~} = ��,:,:xk� + �:,:xt/7C + �:,:x�/7F
Being aware of isospin symmetry, the coupling constants for each channel have to 

integrate this fact in its value. |�2Ξ+� = − 12 |�Ξ���L + |�Ξ���i
|�iΞi� = 12 |�Ξ���L − |�Ξ���i

� 2030 , � 2250 both have I=1

Or in a equivalent manner:

• �+^ ⟶ �iΞi
• �+^ ⟶ �2Ξ+ �:,:x}~} = �:,:xk� + �:,:xt/7C + �:,:x�/7F

�:,:x}~} = �:,:xk� − �:,:�t/7C − �:,:x�/7F
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On going work …

In order to improve results, the model could be developed taking
into account:

• Born (direct and cross) diagrams (fine tunning)ℒJK������ M, N = 12V MOQRQW XR, M + 12Y MOQRQW XR, M


